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About the conference:

Welcome to the official website of the 2017, 1st International Conference on Engineering, Science and Tech-
nology (ICEST 2017). The conference will be held in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia during May 12-13 May, 2017. The 
aim of ICEST 2017 is bring together  and providing a platform  to leading academic scientists, researchers and 
scholars around the globe to exchange and share new ideas, experiences and research results face to face.

We hope the conference results into significant contribution to knowledge in areas of Engineering, Medical, 
Biological, and Chemical & Environmental Sciences.

Publication Ethics:  Penalty against Plagiarism

ICEST 2017 believe in novelty and originality of content ,we follows zero tolerance for plagiarism and  firmly 
believe that ethical conduct is the most essential virtual of any academic

Conference Date: 12 -13 May, 2017
Conference Venue: Kuala Lumpur University, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Conference Programs: 

International Conference on Engineering, Science and Technology (ICEST 2017) is as a biggest and most dis-
ciplined annual scientific meeting providing a platform for researchers in areas of science, engineering and 
biomedical technology. The whole efforts of supreme council, policy makers and executers of this Conference 
are that all the participants use their precious moments not only the exploitation of Conference time, but also  
for the effective relation after holding the Conference in order to continue this international movement and 
implement Conference applied results is the objectives of holding this Conference.
Following some programs of Conference are announced:
• Participating of more than 3500 persons of activists in science and engineering of the world including aca-
demics, experts, policy makers, directors, and university students, related and competent organizations, con-
sulting engineers, specialists and contractors.
Explaining comprehensive map in urban sustainable development
• Key speeches and scientific meetings
• Presenting accepted superior papers (oral and poster)
• Attendance and presentation of higher rank authorities as supporters of this gathering
• Side specialized fair in introducing related companies and business, introducing the products and services.
• Localizing experiences of modern world countries in urban sustainable development
• Specialized educational workshop
• Photography competition in Conference axes
• Official invitation from all managing directors of related governmental organizations and private sector
• Holding specialized-scientific meetings to study the challenges and opportunities related to Conference axes.
• Selecting the best of the Conference including the best paper, the best specialized panel, the best partici-
pant, the best sponsor, the best booth, etc.
• Specialized and sightseeing tours
• Holding press and news Conference one month and two weeks before holding the Conference and special-
ized fair in order to cover this important international event
• Separate specialized panels related to science and engineering.



Conference Topics/Call for the papers
Novel and recent finding related to:
1. Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering
2. Agricultural and Biosystems Engineering
3. Medical and Biomedical technology
4. Chemical and Molecular Engineering
5. Civil and Environmental Engineering
7. Computer and Information Engineering
8. Economics and Management Engineering
9. Electronics and Communication Engineering
10. Energy and Power Engineering
11. Environmental and Ecological Engineering
12. Geological and Environmental Engineering
13. Industrial and Manufacturing Engineering
14. Materials and Metallurgical Engineering
15. Mechanical and Mechatronics Engineering

Important dates:

Submission deadline    12th of April,2017
Referee results     15 day after submission
Deadline of registration   25th of April,2017
Conference date    12 & 13th of April, 2017

Registration fees:
                     
Type      Early Bid (Up to 12th of April, 2017) After 12th of April, 2017
Student with presentation  150 USD    200 USD
Student without presentation  250 USD    300 USD
Student(Non attending)  120 USD    150 USD
Academicians/Industrial personnel’s   200 USD    250 USD
Second and Third paper  100 USD`    100 USD

Registration Fee Includes (Please check the below given details)

 •Conference Bag etc.
 •Certificate of Presentation
 •Lunch and  Coffee Break (Day 01 and Day 02)
 •Conference Program & Proceeding soft copy
 •Access to all sessions

The registration fee received by ICEST 2017 is not refundable. Registration fee includes charges for conference 
participation only. Arrangements and costs of visa, travelling and accommodation are not the responsibility of 
our organization; they will be borne by the author him/herself.
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Publication opportunity:
Selected conference papers will be peer reviewed by 2-3 reviewers and will published in high indexed journals 
associated with this conference. Each Paper will be assigned Digital Object Identifier (DOI) from CROSSREF.
The proceedings of the Conference will be published and will be will be archived in the associated indexed 
journals and ICEST 2017 website. Later, the Proceedings of the conferences will be submitted to ISI Thomson/
SCOPUS for review and possible indexing.
Associated journals will allocate a special / regular issue for papers submitted to this conference.
 
Instruction to the authors

 One line space -----
 First Author (12 pt, bold)
 Affiliation: (11 pt)
 Email: (11 pt)
 Second Author (12 pt, bold)
 Affiliation: (11 pt)
 Email: (11 pt)

Abstract (12 pt, bold)
The abstract is to be in fully-justified italicized text as it is here, below the author information. Use the word 
“Abstract” as the title, in 12-point Times New Roman, boldface type, centered relative to the column, initially 
capitalized. The abstract is to be in 12-point, single-spaced type. The abstract should give a concise and infor-
mative description of the paper, between 150 to 300 words. All manuscripts must be in English. (12 pt)

Keywords: Between 3-5 words (12 pt)

Introduction
This instruction gives you guidelines for preparing papers ICSET 2017 Conference. An easy way to comply with 
the conference paper formatting requirements is to use this document as a template and simply type your text 
into it. All papers must be written by Microsoft Word 2003 or 2007 and be submitted in *.doc format or *.docx 
one. The length of your paper should not exceed 15 pages.  
Your paper must be in one column format with a single line spacing between lines and the margins must be 
set as follows:
• Top = 3 cm 
• Bottom, Left and Right = 2.5 cm

Equations
Equation must be written in a two column table with no border like the following example. (Using Microsoft 
Equation recommends)
(1) E=mc2  
(2) sin2θ=2sinθcosθ

Tables and Figures
All of the Tables and Figures must be in the center of the page. Tables and figures should be cited consecutively 
in the text. Title of the Tables must be in the top left corner of the Table and the title of Figures must be in 
below of them at center. Before and after the Tables and Figures, an empty line must exist (Times New Roman, 
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10pt, Normal). 

Table 1. Table caption.

Subject    Font   Size  Type
Paper Title    Times New Roman 16  Bold
Name and Family of Authors  Times New Roman 12  Bold
Affiliation and Email of Authors Times New Roman 11  Normal
Sections title    Times New Roman 12  Bold
Sections subtitles   Times New Roman 11  Bold
Abstract text    Times New Roman 12  Normal
Keywords    Times New Roman 12  Normal
Main text    Times New Roman 11  Normal
Footnotes    Times New Roman 9  Normal
Title of Tables and Figures  Times New Roman 9  Bold
Text of Tables    Times New Roman 9  Normal
References    Times New Roman 10  Normal
Page number    Times New Roman 10  Normal

References
In the text, a reference identified by means of an author’s name should be followed by the date of the refer-
ence in parentheses. When there are more than two authors, only the first author’s name should be men-
tioned, followed by ‘et al’. for example: (Chandra, 2014), (Chandra and Kumar, 2014), (Chandra et al, 2014).
References should be listed at the end of the paper in alphabetical order. Articles in preparation or articles 
submitted for publication, unpublished observations, personal communications, etc. should not be included in 
the reference list but should only be mentioned in the article text. 
Sample References
Camisón, César. And Villar-López, Ana. (2011). Non-technical innovation: Organizational memory and learning 
capabilities as antecedent factors with effects on sustained competitive advantage. Industrial Marketing Man-
agement. 40 (2011). 1294–1304
Hazen, Benjamin and Terry Anthony. (2012).Toward creating competitive advantage with logistics information 
technology. International Journal of Physical Distribution & Logistics Management. Vol. 42. No. 1. 8-35
Examples of how to write references:

Journal article:
Smith, K.J., Jones, I. and Brown, B. (1996). The price of eggs, Journal of Avian Economics 124, 980-983.

Book:
Black, M.K. (2003). Introduction to Agricultural Economics. Elsevier, Amsterdam.
 
Book (with editors):
Ringsven, M.K. and Bond, D. (eds.) (1996). Agricultural Marketing, 2nd edn. Clarenden, Oxford.
 
Book Chapter:
Phillips, S.J. and Whisnant, J.P. (1995). Competition in the food marketing chain, in Laragh, J.H. (ed.), The Food 
Marketing Chain. Raven Press, New York, pp. 465-478.
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Web Page:
Downer, A. and Campbell, I. (2005). Joint statement on Asia-Pacific Partnership on clean development and 
climate. Available from URL: http://www.foreignminister.gov.au/releases/2005/js_cdc.html [accessed 5 Jun 
2007].

Newspaper Article:
Lee, G. (1996). Hospitalizations tied to ozone pollution: study estimates 50 000 admissions annually, The Wash-
ington Post, 21 Jun (Sect. A:3; col. 5).

Conference Venue:
Kuala Lumpur University, Malaysia
Conference Partner
Lawarence Press, New Delhi, India
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